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When the British Empire partitioned its Indian colony in 1947, it created two independent states:

India, where most residents were Hindus, and Pakistan, where most were Muslims. Violence

immediately broke out, during which approximately 250,000 people were killed and a million others

became refugees. Since then Pakistan and India have fought several wars and there have been

numerous tensions along their borders, particularly in the disputed region known as Kashmir. The

next full-scale war between these rivals could be devastating, as both countries now possess

nuclear weapons. This book examines the economic and political issues facing Pakistan today,

which include overpopulation, terrorism, poverty, illiteracy, and corruption. It provides up-to-date

information about the countrys geography and climate, history, society, important cities and

communities, and relations with other countries. Each title in this series contains color photos,

maps, timelines and graphics that will help student readers put events into historical and present

day perspective as well as back matter including: an index, further reading lists for books and

internet resources, and a series glossary. Mason Crests editorial team has placed Key Icons to

Look for throughout the books in this series in an effort to encourage library readers to build

knowledge, gain awareness, explore possibilities and expand their viewpoints through our content

rich non-fiction books. Key Icons are as follows: Words to Understand are shown at the front of each

chapter with definitions. These words are then used in the prose throughout that chapter, and are

emboldened, so that the reader is able to reference back to the definitions- building their vocabulary

and enhancing their reading comprehension. Sidebars are highlighted gra
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Gr 7 Up-Previously published in two editions as "Modern Middle East Nations and Their Strategic

Place in the World" (2003) and "Major Muslim Nations" (2010), this set has been minimally revised.

Changes include some new information about the momentous events and changes that have roiled

the region and its governments in the last decade, updated statistics, and new photos. Books are

objective and well written and cover standard geographic topics such as history, land, peoples,

religions, political organizations, economic structures, foods, and celebrations. Each has several

maps, which is a plus, and the large photos are attractive. War, terrorism, and political turmoil have

radically altered the customs, religions, and populations of many Middle Eastern countries. Because

the revisions don't reflect many of those changes, this set's content is rapidly becoming dated,

reducing its value as a report resource. VERDICT Of limited use.ÃŽÂ±(c) Copyright 2011. Library

Journals LLC, a wholly owned subsidiary of Media Source, Inc. No redistribution permitted.
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